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A FURTHER NEW
MEMBER FOR GMNI
IN CHINA
GMNI is pleased to
welcome Prowise CPA in
Beijing to its Asia Pacific
region, strengthening its
presence in China.
Prowise CPA (“Prowise”) was established in March 2010
by Ms Corrine Liu and Ms Nancy Liu, both of whom are
ACAs and have more than 20 years of audit and
consulting experience. Today Corrine Liu (pictured) is
Managing Partner of the firm and, in addition to Nancy
Liu, now has three further partners, Jennifer Chen, Mary
Zhang and Jack Xie..

The firm’s clients, who are spread throughout China, are in
industries including real estate, medicine, manufacturing,
retail and wholesale, import and export trading, insurance,
asset management, etc. Most of the clients are foreignowned enterprises and private enterprises. Their
consulting service clients are listed companies or
companies planning to go public. Please visit their
website www.prowisecpa.com to find out more.
Corrine Liu will be GMNI’s main contact at Prowise, and
she can be contacted at liuzhuoqin@prowisecpa.com
GMNI very much looks forward to working with Corrine,
her partners and their team.

The firm’s main office is located in Beijing, in addition to
which it has a branch office in Tianjin that provides
consulting services.
The majority of the team at Prowise previously worked for
the “Big Four” or with top ten local firms, have international
qualifications (e.g. ACA ,HKICPA, Australia CPA) and
extensive professional practice experience. They have a
strong international outlook and resources, providing
clients high quality ,value for money services.
The core services provided by Prowise CPA are:
Audit
Finance & Accounting
Outsourcing
Design finance
system
Design & assess the
internal control
system

Tax Audit &Tax
planning
Due diligence
Risk management
Management
consulting service
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